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Abstract -Cluster analysis has a growing importance in fuzzy partitions [1]. However, these indices are influenced by

many researd1 areas, especially th~e involving problems of the degree of overlapping between clusters and their

pattern recognjtion. Generally, in real world problems, the efficiency decreases in these siwations. The Minirnum and
number. of .classes .is ~known in a~ce, being n~sary to Maxirnum Relative Fuzziness index measure the degree of
have cnterlons to Identify the best dlolce of clusters. Here we separation among fuzzy clusters so it can be used to validate

thProtPdose an etx;tensionlito .Ftsisher thLine:a~ Discrimlmb"nant, thf e EFLI D the quality of a clustering proces's after the number of clusters
a oes no unp~e mI on e lD1DIIDum nu er o samp es, ...

can be ap lied to f d . rti ..: d be was deterInlned [2]. Th1S mdex also suffers as the
p uzzy an cnsp pa Llons an can calculated more efficiently. We also prop~ a new fast and supelpOSltJOn among clusters mcreases. The funct1on S IS a

efficient validity method based in the EFLD d1at measures the more complete fuzzy measure since it evaluates the quality of

compactn~ and separation of partitions produced by any fuzzy the clustering process as well as the number of clusters [3].

or crisp clustering algorithm. The simulations perfonned The Fisher' s Linear Discrirninant evaluates the compactness
indicate that it's a efficient and fast measure even when the and separation of hard partitions and is usually applied in

overlapping between clusters is high. FinaUy, we prop~ an problems ofpattem recognition [4].
algorithm that applies the new validity measure to the problem of rmding the patterns for the fuzzy K-NN classifier. This ThlS arI1cle lS org~lz~ ~ follo,,:,s. .In. SectJon II, we

algorithm js applied to the problem of cursive digits recognition. propose an extended Flsher s Lmear Dlscnmmant that can be

Key words: Cluster validity, fu2ZY clustering, pattem applied to fuzzy ~d hard partitions. fu Section 11!, we

recognition, cursive digjts recognition, separate and compaá propose a new valldlt~ ~easure that c.an also be applied to

clusters, Fjsher's Ljnear Discriminant. fuzzy and hard parl1t1ons. In SectJon IV , we present

numerical justifications for both validity measures. In Section

I. JNTRODUCTION V, we describe an application of our validity measure to the

problem of cursive digits recognition.

Clustering techniques are used to partition data sets in

subsets or clusters that show a certain degree of closeness or Il EXTENDED FISHER LJNEAR DISCRIMJNANT

similarity. Hard partitions assign each element of the data set
to one and only one cluster assuming well-defined boundaries The Fisher's Linear Discriminant (FLD) is an important

among clusters. Very often, these boundaries are not so well technique used in pattem recognition problems to evaluate

defmed and this kind of partition does not describe the the compactness and separation of the partitions produced by

underlying data structure. Thus, numerous problems are best crisp clustering techniques.

solved by fuzzy partitions where each element may belong to The scatter matrices used by FID can be applied only to

various clusters with different membership degrees. fu fuzzy hard partitions. We are proposing extended versions of these

clustering, the membership degrees are real values between O matrices that can be applied to fuzzy and crisp partitions.

and 1 and in hard clustering, ~e membership degree is equal The extended between-class scatter matrix (1) estimates

to one for the samples belongmg to the cluster and zero for the number of points in a cluster as the sum of ali point's

the others. fuzzy memberships on the cluster .The extended within-class

There are some difficulties when clustering real data. The scatter matrix (2) evaluates each cluster's scattering as a

number of clusters, very often, is unknown a priori and the function of all points' scattering and their fuzzy memberships

distribution of points among clusters is influenced by the in the cluster. Both became the Fisher's scatter matrices if all

clustering algorithm and may be not optimal. Therefore, it is partitions are hard.

important to fmd a criterion to determine the best number of c "

clusters that represents the data set and the quality ofthe SB.=LLJ.lij.(mei-m).(mei-m)T (1)
clustering result. Several validity measures have been j=1 j=l

proposed to validate this by calculating the relative c " ( ) ( \T
compactness of each cluster and the separation among all Sw.=~LJ.lij. Xj-mei .Xj-meiJ (2)
clusters for a given partition set. ,-I Fl

The Partition Coefficient F and the Partition Entropy where the centroid of the ilh partition is given by
Coefficient H can be used to fmd the optimum number of



n Usua1ly, the EFLD should be used to measure relative
L.uij .x j compactness and separation of different partition sets applied

m.i = J=l n (3) on the same data set. Its eva1uation can be further optimized

L.uij by observing that the sum of the traces of Sw~ and SBe is
j=l constant for a given data set and it is equal to the trace of ST

shown in equation (11).
and the centroid of the whole data set is

n 2
JD =.!.. i:Xj (4) sT=trace(ST) = ~llxj -mil (II)

n j=l

.Thus, the extended criterion function J~ can be rewritten inwhere n is .tI1e number. of data points, c 1S the n?mber ~! the form of equation (12), which is faster to eva1uate. The

clusters., Xj (j=I,2,:..,n) 1S a column vec~r repre~~tmg the! term ST is ca1culated only once for the data set and SBe is
data pomt and .Uij lS the fuzzy membership of the J data pomt ca1culated for each partition set and as we can see from (9)
in the itb cluster. and (10), SBe is much faster to eva1uate than sw~.

If the fuzzy memberships follow (5), the sum of SBe and
Sw~ is equa1 to Fisher's total scatter matrix (6) as shown in -SB~
Appendix A. J ~ -(12)

ST -SBec
Vj,L.ui =1 (5)i=l ~ m. A NEW v ALrnITY METHOD

= i: (x -m). (x -my (6) ~ .this section, we define a. new index to va1idateS T j=l j j partitlon' s compactness and separatlon.

The EFLD, that we proposed in Section n, like its
The criterion function J~ of the extended FLD (EFLD) is traditiona1 version, tend to produce increasingly higher va1ues

shown in (7). The Partition sets with better compactness and as the number of partitions rises, as will be shown in Section
separation are characterized by higher va1ues of J~. IV .This tendency grows further worse on data sets with high

overlapping among the classes. This problem arises because
IS B.I the clustering algorithms, either fuzzy or hard, have toJ ~ = -Is I (7) associate more than one center to each class when the number

w. of c1usters c is greater than the number of classes. Its

consequence is the decreasing of sw~ and the increasing of J~.
.T~e evaluation of the ~eterminants impos.e~ limits on the When two or more clusters span the same class, the

ffilnlffiUm number ~f po~ts .on eac~ paIt1t1on. Fukunaga distance between their centers is usually smaller than the
proposed an altematlve cn~erlon functlon for FW ~at us:s distance between centers spanning different classes. This
the trac.e of the scatter matrlces [5]. Its extended verslon Je lS situation can be identified by a sharp decrease of Dmin (13),
shown m (8). which corresponds to the minimum Euclidian distance

( ) between a11 pairs of centers.J = trace S B. (8)
~ trace(Sw~) Dmin = min

[.min limei -m..II ] (13)

lSiSc 1+ISJSc-l ~

This form of criterion function is a good index to eva1uate
compactness and separation. It is possible to improve the The association of EFLD and Dmin allows the proposition
time to eva1uate equation (8) if we observe that the trace o~ a of a new va1idity measure for crisp and fuzzy partitions called
matrix, produced by the product of a column vector and lts lnter Class Contrast (ICC), shown in (14), which Stops
transpose is equa1 to the square of the module of this vector. increasing when the number of clusters is greater than the
Therefore, the traces of the matrices on (1) and (2) are given number of classes.
byequations (9) and (10).

2 Icc=2.D. ...r;; (14) c n mm
SB. =trace(SB.) = LL.uij .llm.i -~I (9) n

i=l j=l
The term SB. in (14) is an approximation to the EFLD with

c n 2 the same behavior and faster to estimate. It estimates the
Sw~ = trace(Sw.) = LL.uij .IIXj -m.ill (10) quality of the placement of the centers on their c1usters. A

i=l j=1 misplaced center would produce small va1ues for SBe.



The values obtained using (8) and (12) are obviously clusters as five. To the data set X2, F shows its natural

equal, but (12) is significantly faster. For the we1l separated decreasing trend as a function of c by choosing two clusters.
data set X1, the EF1D correctly identifies five as the number In contrast, ICC and S evaluated the right number of clusters
of c1usters. Its tendency to grow with c when the classes' as five. F is the faster measure but if failed va1idating the best

over1ap is high becomes apparent for data set X2 as it number of clusters for X2. The proposed measure ICC is
identifies ten as the best number of clusters. consistently faster than S.

C. Evaluation of ICC V. APPLICATION OF ICC TO THE CHOICE OF

PATTERNS FOR FUZZY K-NNThe ICC was app1ied to each output of FCM and was

compared with the partition coefficient F and the validity In this section, we propose a Non-Pararnetric Statistical
function S. The maximum value of F and ICC and the Pattern Recognition System that associates FCM, ICC and
minimum va1ue of S indicate their choice for the best number fuzzy K-NN classifier [7] [8]. We a1so evaluated this system
of clusters and disposition of centers. in comparison with the fuzzy clustering methods FCM, Gath-

Geva (GG), Gustafson-Kessel (GK) and fuzzy K-NN with
randomly chosen pattems in the problem of cursive digitsTABLE m recognition [9]-[10].

RESULTS OF F. S ,b.ND ICC TO DATA SET X1

A. Description of the systemNoof F S ICC
C.lusters X1 Time(s) X1 Time(s) X1 Time(s) The fuzzy K-NN classifier is a well-known and high

2 0.70 0.0048 0.35 0.027 7.6 0.0055 performance fuzzy classification method. The key to its
successful performance is the selection of a high-qua1ity set3 0.71 0.0052 0.09 0.033 41.9 0.0072 of pattems to represent each class. The FCM is fast and

4 0.79 0.0053 0.07 0.037 51.9 0.0083 efficient in finding raw sarnple concentrations and does not

5 0.94. 0.0063 0.01. 0.047 96.7" 0.0093 impose 1imits on the minimum number ofpoints 1ike GG and
GKdo.6 0.87 0.0059 0.73 0.066 8.72 0.0095

Associating the advantages of these two fuzzy methods, we7 0.80 0.0065 0.80 0.068 8.07 0.0098 propose the ICC-KNN, a Non-Parametric Statistical Pattem

8 0.75 0.0072 0.69 0.064 8.77 0.0107 Recognition System that uses FCM and ICC to find the best

9 0.11 0.0074 22285 0.073 0.0002 0.0113 pattems of a data set and evaluates the best number of
neighbor and weight exponent to be used by the fuzzy K-NN.10 0.71 0.0080 0.58 0.075 10.86 0.0124 In the Design (training) Phase (DP), the ICC-KNN partitions

separately each class of the design data set using the FCM for
a range of number of clusters and validates the centers

TABLE IV disposition using ICC. The centers that attain the highest ICC
RESULTS OF F S AND ICC TO DATA SET X2 value for each class are chosen to be the pattems ofthat class.

.Then, the fuzzy K-NN classifier is applied on the whole
No of F S ICC design data set using the chosen pattems for a range of values

Clusters X2 Time(s) X2 Time(s) X2 Time(s) of the weight exponent m and the number of neighbors K.

.-This is done in order to determine the configuration with2 0.75 0.0044 0.165 0.021 5.05 0.0057 maximum success rate, i.e., the number of sarnples that had

3 0.62 0.0050 0.224 0.031 4.94 0.0083 maximum membership on its real class divided by the

4 0.59 0.0049 0.19 0.042 6.2 0.0094 number of design samples.

5 0.58 0.0057 0.122. 0.048 7.83. 0.0107 In the Test Phase (TP), the ICC-KNN app1ies the fuzzy K-
NN with the pararneters from the DP in the test data. Let X =6 0.53 0.0058 0.224 0.054 6.49 0.0118 {x}, ..., xD} E 9tP be a set of n labeled sarnples, the algorithm

7 0.49 0.0060 0.216 0.066 6.15 0.0126 is as follows:

8 047 0.0061 0.227 0.095 6.08 0.0115
.Algorithm ofICC-KNN9 0.45 0.0074 0.217 0.149 6.21 0.0121

10 0.43 0.0080 0.223 0.092 5.69 0.0148 DESIGN PHASE

BEGIN
Set the weight exponent m and the minimum and

Tables m and IV show the values and the execution times maximum number of clusters c (Cminand CmaJ
in seconds obtained for each partition set on data sets X1 and FOR EACH class s
X2, respectively. To the well-separated data set X1, the FOR c = Cmin TO Cmax
measures F, S and ICC validated properly the best number of Apply FCM to the points of s using c and m



The square root of c in (14) prevents ICC from reaching its with standard deviation 0.7. As we can see in Figure 1, the
maximum va1ue for a c sma1ler than the optimum. This five classes in data set XI are well separated, offering no
would occur when one or more clusters span more than one difficulty to clustering a1gorithms. In Figure 2, the five
class since their centers are very far from each other, yielding classes in data set X2 can not be easjly identified due to the
high va1ues for Dmin and ICC. The square root of c forces ICC high overlapping of the classes. The FCM algorithm was
to grow with the number of clusters, thus reaching its applied to both data sets for c=[2,...,10] and for the exponent
maximum va1ues closer to the optimum c while Dmin avoids wejght m=2 [6].
the maximum value for a c bigger than the optima1 va1ue.

I . 14) " I " ~ th B" Evaluation of EFW
The factor 1 n m ( .IS a sca mg lactor to compensate e

influenceofthenumberofpointsonthesBe" The EFID was applied to each output ofFCM using J.

with the determinant (7) and the trace (8) of the scatter
1V .NUMERICAL mSTIFICATIONS matrices, and with the criterion function proposed in (12)"

In this section, we show the behavjor of EFID using the
criterion functions defined in Section II and the behavior of TABLE I

the proposed measure ICC against two.well kno~. va1idit~ RESULTSOFEFLDTODATASETX1
measures, F and S, when used to va11date parnnon sets

compactness and separation. No of EFLD with (7) EFLD with (8) EFLD with (12)

C1usters XI Time(s) XI Time(s) XI Time(s)

2 O 0.88 0.18 0"69 0.18 0"0053

".: 3 0.95 1.21 0.98 1.04 0"98 0.0071

.,... .4 3.96 1"77 1"87 1.38 1.87 0"0063

...5 182. 2.03 13.b 1.72 l3.b 0.0080, ',.,,- ., .

..-;~. .:-c 6 164 2.21 12.9 2"06 12.9 0.0093
, .7 157 2"69 12"7 2.4 12"7 0.0113

8 165 2"75 12"9 2.8 12"9 0"0107

9 0 3"5 0"001 3"1 0"001 0"0118

~.;- ~~:: 10 135 4.13 11.7 3"59 11"7 0.0121
..

Figure 1. Data set X 1

TABLE n

..RESULTS OFEFLDTODATASETX2

..: .:. .::" : ." ..No of EFLD with (7) EFLD with (8) EFLD with (12),. ., .
.' .~;..,~~~*~~:í{j :~ ...C1usters X2 Time(s) X2 Time(s) X2 Time(s)
.:... :.:i~1;:'!t~,"iZ...;...~: :. .
...~..:' j{;;,.;:; '~i~;~:~~'.:.y:~:.;. ." 2 0 0.82 0,45 0.77 0.45 0.0063..-'.." ,,".f.iJ!-:.~L~~ :.. .

'.-'.~..'..'.3"-'ik".' ~....,.::,:...:;~~.~~:'!;~~~.'f:,;,:::: .3 0"04 1.26 0.58 1.07 0.58 0.0088
:. ::,-::,.:..~<;'::.'...":.~'f.;t-;-..~. : .

."' ...:.:;.:...:..:::-",,;.i;...;.:,:.~\.,:: ." " 4 0.31 1.68 0.83 1.42 0.84 0.0096

'."...'.A,,~~'.""'.""'.-'..,:.--" ~~ ~~~~ ..,...;" .~., ".."...,.,.-". ...~ ,,"...: ..'..:.."i.;\,*;.~,;';""i..;'"-:~~~,f!. ,.. .: 5 0.74 2.12 1.09 1.77 1.09 0.0110
: ..:-:..i.';;'.":~.'"..~.:;..:~;::.:-;.:.:.. .

.: .::. : 6 0.75 2.5 l.l0 2"12 l.l0 0.0096
.., 7 0.88 3.19 l.l8 2.71 1.18 0.0113

Figure2.DatasetX2 8 1.01 3.29 1.23 3.19 1.23 0.0116

9 1.09 3.45 1.29 3.35 1.29 0.0126

10 1.2. 3"65 1.34. 3.50 1.34. 0.0127

A. Data sets descriptions

Two data sets were artificia1ly produced by generating 500 The maximum va1ue ofEFID indicates the best number of
random points for each class. The classes on data set Xl were clusters in all cases. Tables I and II show the va1ues and the
centered at the points (1,2), (6,2), (3.5,9), (1,6), (6,6) with execution times in seconds obtained for each partition set on

standard deviation 0.3. In data set X2, the classes were data sets XI and X2, respectively"
centered at points (2, 25), (4, 25), (3, 7), (2, 5) and (4, 5)



Evaluate ICC to the FCM fuzzy membeIShips DP, the clustering method was applied on the whole n-aining
END FOR set in order to identify ten clusters, one for each class, using
Detemrine the centeIS of the FCM output with m=1.25. Each cluster was then associated to the class whose
maximum ICC as pattems for s points produced the higher sum of memberships on the given

END FOR EACH cluster. On the TP, the step of the method that evaluates the
Set the minimum and maximum weight exponent m membership degrees was executed for the test set's points
(IDmm, mmax) and number of neighboIS K (Kmm, Kmax) using the centers and the metrics produced on the DP. The
FOR m = mmm TO 1Dmax success rate of each system was evaluated dividing the

FOR K = Kmio :rO Kmax number of samples that had their maximum membership on
Evaluate fuzzy K-NN for the points of X and the cluster associated to their real class by the number of test
the pattems chosen by ICC samples.
Initialize i = O
FOR EACH point Xj in the data set

IF Xj'S higher membership is in its class TABLE V
THEN increment i RESULTS OF K-NN USING ICC-KNN PA1TERNS. K-NN USING

END FOR EACH RANDOM PATIERNS, FCM. GG AND GK
END FOR

END FOR ICC-KNN Random FCM GG GK
Set m and K for K-NN with maximum i K-NN

IF (a tie exists) choose the smaller K and m in the tie Success Rate 86.7% 75.22% 57% 51% 49%
END Execution Time

1784 260 30.38 108.15 711.77
(in seconds)TESTPHASE

BEGIN
Evaluate the fuzzy K-NN for the test data using the As Table V shows. the ICC-KNN obtained the best result,
pattems. m and K from the DESIGN PHASE which compensates the greater execution time. The low

END performance of FCM. GG and GK is consequence of clusters

B A 1..C. D. .R. .containing points of different classes. These results show that.pp lcanon to urslve 19lt ecognlnon the ICC-KNN is able to find pattems that represent the data.s

The ICC-KNN was compared to fuzzy K-NN using structure more efficiently.
random pattems. FCM. GK and GG using a data set of VI CONCLUSIONS
cursive digits codified as square 128 [11]. In order to avoid
singular fuzzy covariance matrices on GG and GK. PCA was We extended and optimized the Fisher.s Linear
used ~ reduce the number of !eatures from 128 to 19, Discriminant so that it can be app1ied to fuzzy and crisp
preservmg 82.6% of the total vartance [12]. The 80% of the partitions. It showed good accuracy and faster execution
samp!e.s on each class were used for the DP and the times. failing as it was expected when the overlapping among
remalnmg 20% were used for the TP. classes was high. This problem was solved by the proposed

In the DP of ICC-KNN. the FCM partitioned each of the index (ICC) that evaluated correctly the number of clusters
ten classes of the problem, one for each digit, using the even when the overlapping among clusters is high. The
weight exponent m=I.25 and the number of the clusteIS c simulation showed better precision than F and better
varying from 2 to 30. The best numbeIS of patterns for each execution times than S with similar precision.
class validated by ICC were. respectively, 22.29, 1~, 25, 15, We also proposed a new classification system (ICC-KNN)
26, 25, 23,. 10 and 30. The fuzzy K-NN ctas.slfier was that integrates the new index ICC, the FCM and the fuzzy K-
evaluated wlth the pattems chosen by ICC, K v~g ~om 3 NN classifier. The ICC-KNN obtained the highest success
t~ 7 and mE { 1.1, 1.25 , 15. .2} .Th~ configuratlon Wlth the rate on the cursive digit classification problem, showing to be
higher success rate was obtamed usmg m=l.25 and K=6..In more efficient than the fuzzy K-NN using random pattems
the TP, these parameters were used by the fuzzy K-NN Wlth and than the systerns that use other fuzzy clustering methods.
the chosen patterns on the test data set. The fuzzy K-NN was
also applied to the test data set with K=6, m=1.25 and the ACKNOWLEDGMENT
pattems chosen randomly from the n-aining data set The
number of pattems for each class was the same as those This work was supported in part by NCE -Núcleo de
obtained by ICC. Computação Eletrônica, FAPERJ -Fundação de Amparo à

In order to perform the comparison, the fuzzy clustering Pesquis~ do Estad.o do Rio de Janeiro ~d CAPE~ -
methods FCM, GG and GK were used in three simple Fundaçao de Aperfeiçoamento de Pessoal de Nlvel Supenor.
classification systerns with one veISion for each method.
Each system also comprises a Design and a Test Phase. In the
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APPENDIX A

If the partition set obeys (5), the sum of the extended m.( tlJ,lj .xJ )+( tlJ,lj ).m.mT ]within-class scatter matrix and the extended between-class J-I J-I

scatter matrix equals Fisher's total scatter matrix. Putting al] the sums in evidence

Proof: c" { T T T T
)Sw. + SB. =LLuij .\Xj .Xj -Xj .m -m.xj +m.m

Frorn (3), we have i=t J=t

" " Regrouping
m.; .LlJ,ij = LJ.lij .XJ (AI)

j=t j=1 " (c ) ( ) ( )T
.Sw.+SBe=L Lu;j .xJ-m .xJ-m

Expandmg (2) j.t ;zl

S -~ ~ II (x x T - x mT - m x T + m mT ) And by (5), we have
w,-,i...,i...'...jj. J. j j. ei d. j ci. ci

;=1 j=1 " ( ) ( )T
.Sw.+SB.=LxJ-m.xJ-m =STReordenng j-t

c [ " T ("
J T Sw.=L LlJ,ij.xJ.xJ -LJ.lij.xJ .m.l-

i=l j=1 j=I

: me! .(~lJ,ij .xJ )T +(~lJ,ij J.me! .m~ ]

B Using (AI) °~ ~e second :d th~ terms T

Sw.=L [ L.u(i .XJ .XJ - (L.uu).md .md -
i.) j.) jE)

(i:.u(i ).m.1 .m~ + (t.U(i ).m.. .m~ ]j.1 JEI


